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QUESTION: 108 
Refer to the exhibit. 

Which impact of using three or more ABRs between the backbone area and area 1 is 
true? 

A. In a large-scale network, LSA repletion, by all ABRs. can cause serious scalability 
issues 
B. Prefixes from the non-backbone area ate advertised by one ABR lo the backbone area 
C. Multiple ABRs reduce the CPU processing on each ABR due to spWtmg prefix 
advertisement between areas. 
D. In a large--scale network multiple ABRs can create microloops.  

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 109 
Which design benefit of Bridge Assurance is true? 

A. It prevents switched traffic from traversing suboptimal paths on the network. 
B. It prevents switched loops caused by unidirectional point-to-point, link condition on 



Rapid PVST+ and MST 
C. It allows small unmanaged switches to be plugged into ports of access scenes without 
the risk of switch loops. 
D. It suppresses a spanning-tree topology change upon connecting and disconnecting a 
station on a port. 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 110 
A multisite data center network runs OSPF and DWDM point-to-point interfaces for site 
to-site connectivity. Which method to detect interfaces the fastest? 
 
 
A. interface event dampening 
B. LoS/AJS event faults 
C. UDLD 
D. fast-hello> timers  
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION: 111 
You have been asked to design a high -density wireless network for a university campus. 
Which two principles would you apply in order to maximize the wireless network 
capacity? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. Implement a four-channel design on 2.4 GHz to increase the number of available 
channels. 
B. Make use of the 5-GHz band to reduce the spectrum utilization on 2.4 GHz when dual-
band clients are used. 
C. Choose a high minimum data rate to reduce the dory cycle. 
D. Enable 802.11n channel bonding both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz to increase the aggregated 
cell throughput. 
E. Increase the number of SSIDs to load-balance the client traffic.  
 
 
Answer: C, E 
 
 
QUESTION: 112 
Which two foundational aspects of loT are still evolving and being worked on by the 
industry at large? (Choose two) 



A. Regulatory domains 
B. loT consortia 
C. Standards 
D. Low energy Bluetooth sensors 
E. WiFi protocols  
 
 
Answer: A, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 113 
Which markup language is used to format Ansible's playbook? 
 
 
A. ADML 
B. YAML 
C. HTML 
D. XML 
E. NAML  
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION: 114 
Refer to the exhibit. 
 

 
 



The operations team has identified that some of the multi-tiered e-commerce application 
have slow performance, due to illegitimate inbound traffic form the internet. On which 
device do you place traffic filtering to improve performance? 
 
 
A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
D. Option D  
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 115  
DRAG DROP 
Drag and drop the Fast ReRoute mechanisms on the left to the correct routing protocols 
on the right. Not all options are used. 
 

 
 
 
Answer: 
Exhibit 
 

 
 
 
QUESTION: 116  
DRAG DROP 
Drag and drop the optical technology design characteristics on the left to the correct 
optical technologies on the right. Not all options are used. 
 



 
 
 
Answer: 
Exhibit 
 

 
 
 
QUESTION: 117 
Refer to the exhibit. 
 

 
 
In a link failure scenario, what is a benefit of adding APS protected link to the design 
solution? 



A. APS switches traffic to a backup fiber automatically and sends notifications 
B. APS detects failure and sends notifications 
C. APS detects failure on transmission infrastructure based on copper. 
D. APS applies QoS policies in case Of link failure  
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 118 
You are designing a traffic monitoring and analysis system for a customer. Which traffic 
monitoring technique would you recommend to place the amount of burden on the 
network infrastructure? 
 
 
A. SPAN monitor ports 
B. passive taps 
C. IP NBAR 
D. Net Flow 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 119 
Which two impacts of adding the Ip events dampening feature to a network design are 
true? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. It switches traffic immediately after a link failure. 
B. It reduce the utilization of system processing resources. 
C. It speeds up link failure detection. 
D. It protects against routing loops. 
E. it improves overall network stability.  
 
 
Answer: B, E 
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